New trend of cardiac imaging--intravenous coronary arteriography by synchrotron radiation.
Synchrotron radiation is a broadspectrum intense X-ray beam. Selected X-ray wavelength was obtained by Bragg reflex. That is a monochromatic beam, which has a high spatial resolution, and has a K-edge discontinuity in attenuation coefficient, which, by energy subtraction, contributes to improve time resolution. An attempt to apply this method to intravenous coronary arteriography was performed in 7 anesthetized dogs. The beam was obtained by synchrotron radiation from accumulation ring, was reflected by silicon crystal, and was detected by 7 inch image intensifier system. Two-dimensional real time images were recorded on video tape. Phantom experiment was also performed. In dogs, coronary arteries were clearly distinguished by synchrotron radiation, especially at real time by video system. Phantom experiment suggested that coronary arteries could be visualized even over the visualized left ventricle. In conclusion, synchrotron radiation using two-dimensional real time images is expected to be useful in intravenous coronary arteriography in man.